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a b s t r a c t
In greedy routing, each relay node forwards the message to a neighbor (also called the successor) that is
closer to the destination. However, the successor candidate set (SCS) is different every time the relative
location of the relay node to the destination changes. The configuration in the entire network, when all
succeeding paths from a relay node are blocked by localminima, is irregular and its concern region cannot
be determined unless the routing actually initiates. In the real deployment environment of the wireless
ad hoc networks, the link quality also changes dynamically. This brings a challenge for the local decision
of the greedy advance to precisely adjust its SCS for the flip-flop of link quality that blocks the non-
detour path ahead. This paper introduces a new information model to a non-detour routing, also called
progressive routing, under the impact of dynamic blocks. As a result, each 1-hop advance, by sacrificing
little routing flexibility, can avoid those unsafe situations and remains on a non-detour path. In ourmodel,
each node prepares the information in a proactive mode, but can use it for all different paths passing
through, saving the cost and delay in the reactive mode. We focus on an ‘‘everyone’’ model, in which each
node will apply the same generic process in a fully distributed manner, in order to achieve a scalable and
reliable solution. In detail, we discuss how in a sample realistic environment the pattern of SCS can be
interpreted in a single safety descriptor ∈ [0, 1] at each node. It indicates the maximum probability of a
successful non-detour path from this node to the edge of networks. The larger value the more likely the
non-detour routing will be successful and themore stable the path will be. We illustrate the effectiveness
of this indirect reference information in the corresponding routing in terms of the success of non-detour
path constitution and the ability of self-adjustment for dynamics in the networks, while the cost of
information construction and update propagation is minimized. The results are compared with the best
results known to date.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Wireless ad hoc networks (WANs) have great long-term
economic potential and the ability to transform our lives. Consider
the WAN application of emergent disaster recovery. Before
delivering food, water, medicine, and doctors to the survivors,
we need to know where and how many of these things are
needed. The most efficient way is to send rescue teams carrying
portable equipment to search for the victims and survivors.
The environment information will be collected through wireless
communication in order to estimate the amount of need at the
base. Inmany cases, the surveillance reports cannot be sent directly
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: zjiang@wcupa.edu (Z. Jiang).
to the base/sink and they require a multi-hop relay path. It is life-
critical to send surveillance data without delay. The key issue is to
avoid accessing a node, called a stuck node of the ‘‘local minimum
phenomenon’’ [1], which causes detours and wastes time.
A detour-freemulti-hop routing,which is also called progressive
routing, requires each hop to greedily advance [16] to a closer
successor to the destination. The progress routing not only avoids
any unnecessary detour delay, but also allows more concurrent
reporting processes in the networks when fewer nodes are
involved in the transmission. Note that a progressive routing
does not necessarily have the shortest path due to the redundant
neighbors available in node selection. In the real environment,
the occurrence of detours can be caused not only by ‘‘deployment
holes’’ such as sparse deployment and physical obstacles, but also
by many dynamic factors including node failures, signal fading,
communication jams, power exhaustion, interference, and node
mobility [1,21,26]. In order to achieve reliability and scalability
0743-7315/$ – see front matter© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Acronyms
CIM Capability information model
CLF Capability-information-based LF routing
CR CLF routing extended by a perimeter routing phase
with the capability information
DCR CR routing using the most stable links
GF Geographic greedy forwarding
GMS Reactive information model in [13] for the local
greedy advance with a consideration of interfer-
ence, etc.
GMSI GMSmodel that collects information from the entire
network
GMSM GMS model that collects neighborhood information
within a distance of 4-hops only
LAR Location aided routing [16]
LF Limited greedy forwarding, a specific GF that is
limited with the request zone in LAR scheme 1
MAC Media-access-control
UGD Unit-disk-graphs communication model
WAN Wireless ad hoc network
Notation
u, v Nodes u and v
s/d Source/destination
xu/yu Coordinate of node u along X/Y dimension
L(u) Location of node u, i.e., (xu, yu) in the 2D plane
D(u, v) Distance between nodes u and v, i.e., |L(u)− L(v)|
N(u) Neighbor set of u connected through directed links
n(u) Current successor set of u (⊂N(u))
Qi(u) Type-i forwarding zone (1 ≤ i ≤ 8)
Zi(u, d) Type-i request zone (1 ≤ i ≤ 8) with respect to d
Si(u) Status for Qi(u) (1 ≤ i ≤ 8)
S(u) Information tuple of node u (Si(u) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 8)
Γ /Γi Stuck nodes set/set of type-i stuck nodes
ℵ An unsafe area
H Maximum length of the boundary circling an ℵ
λu→v Reachability of a directed link u → v
λ{u,v} Reachability of a bi-directional link {u, v}
ηi(u) The other end node of the key link of u for Si(u),
where Si(u) = λ{u,ηi(u)} × Si(ηi(u))
in dynamics, the path in progressive routing is built by the
independent decision of each intermediate node that selects
the successor from its 1-hop neighbors. This relies on accurate
information for an early decision to predict all the candidates in
the succeeding paths and then to know whether all of them are
available. Such capability information can guarantee each hop to
advance along a progressive routing path.
Our work provides each node with this required information
in a proactive manner with a structural regularity for all differ-
ent paths passing through, saving the cost and delay of recon-
stituting the probing process in the reactive mode (e.g., [13]).
However, the neighborhood connections in the wireless commu-
nications are of irregular structure [30] at each node. A relay node
will have different successor candidates as well as their availabil-
ity under the impact of local minima every time its relative loca-
tion to the destination changes. Consider the availability of node
u3 in Fig. 1(a) under the impact of a hole area of local minimum.
The transmission from u4 to the destination d is blocked by the
mountain territory, and u2 does not have any neighbor closer to
d in the deployment. u2 and u4 are stuck nodes. u1 and u3 must
be excluded from the access of the routing because their suc-
ceeding paths of progressive routing will all be blocked by stuck
nodes. However, when the routing is initiated at d instead of s
(see Fig. 1(b)), u1, u2, u3 cannot be reached due to the repulsive
force along the boundary of that hole. By the exact same local
minimum, the statuses of u1, u2, and u3 will not affect the rout-
ing this time. Indeed, when another routing u4–u1 is initiated in-
stead of s–d (see Fig. 1(c)), the access of u3 must be allowed for the
available path u4–u3–u1. Those existing methods (e.g., [13,23]) in
the reactive mode require the collection of the information from
the entire network in an on-demand manner to ensure the node
capability. They face the problem of delay and cost in reconsti-
tuting the information for each newly initiated routing. Existing
proactive models (e.g., boundary model [8] and convex area model
[2,5,6]) are not precise enough to catch such a change of node ca-
pability status (i.e., disabled or enabled) in each routing case. Even
thoughmany nodes become capable of successfully forwarding the
packet in progressive routing, they will still be disabled from the
consideration of routing decisions as well as their communication
ability.
While 1-hop geographic greedy forwarding [16] (GF) in the
progressive routing of the entire path has been studied extensively,
the variations of link availability in a real deployment environment
bring new insights to local minimum and the corresponding
capability of progressive routing. In such an environment each
node has the opportunity to receive the signal directly from any
node in the entire network, while each link can change its status by
those dynamic factors,making the capability uncertain. In Fig. 1(d),
s2 wishes to send a report to d2 while the s1–d1 transmission
is in progress. Any routing encountering the transmission of
s1–d1 in the gray zone will cause signal collisions and cannot
successfully forward its data packet. u4 is a stuck node and routing
is forced to take a path 6 hops long. When a ‘‘lossy link’’ [4] u4–d2
happens to be available, the routing s2–u2–u4–d2 is progressive by
enabling u4 (Fig. 1(e)). On the other hand, when the transmission
s1–d1 ends and its channels are released from occupation, the
progressive routing will have another option s2–u1–s1–u8–d2 by
enabling u1, s1, and u8 (Fig. 1(e)). However, the quality of a lossy
link may not be stable, causing the failure of data transmission
that uses such a path. Under the competition of concurrent GFs,
a node can switch its availability too often and too quickly to
interpret in any capability information that tries to predict a block
in advance. This uncertainty of link quality is even ignored in
existing routings (e.g., [3,9,26]) that try to guarantee the delivery.
It incurs a great amount of overhead in those existing information
models and makes them not applicable to the deployment in the
real environment.
We face three new challenges of unstable link quality to achieve
a practical information model for the progressive routing.
• How does each node attain information about its capability to
reach a destination and then control the cost of its collection
process? Due to the unstable link status, the capability infor-
mation may not propagate to those affected nodes in time. The
informationwill be collected by exchanging information among
neighbors only, without using any global control. In order to
complete the collection quickly, we need to control the scala-
bility of information collection (i.e., within a limited area) even
when many links are unstable.
• How can the granularity of such a region be determined? As in-
dicated in [12], the node availability in progressive routing is
relative and will change as well as the relative locations of the
source and destination. After introducing the use of lossy links,
the neighborhood of a node can expand to be as large as the en-
tire network, but it is unable to hold for very long. The above
limited area must be relatively stable in calculation to avoid
changing the node status too often and too quickly.
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Fig. 1. Multiple-hop unicasting with local minima.
• Howprecisely does the designated information reflect the qual-
ity of a progressive routing?We need to study the effectiveness
of a stable capability descriptor in the proactive mode in help-
ing to achieve a progressive routing via dynamic links, while
a complete detour solution does not exist currently in either a
proactive or reactive manner. The proposed information-based
routing must still be applicable even when many nodes have
not updated their capability description.
We focus on an ‘‘everyone’’ model, in which each node will
apply the same genetic process in a fully distributed manner. We
first adopt the reservation MAC protocol (e.g., [29]) to confirm the
available 1-hop neighbors. Second, for each neighbor candidate,
we provide a simple safe-or-not answer to the existence of a
progressive path in a region. The region size is a tradeoff between
the precision of the capability description and cost of information
construction. We use λ ∈ [0, 1] (or a product of λ for links
along the path) to accommodate the quality of the link (or the
path). It indicates the maximum probability of a successful non-
detour path from this node to an edge node of the networks.
As usual, edge nodes are always available to constantly provide
a complete network coverage. The larger value the successor
has, the more likely the progressive routing will be successful
and the more stable the path will be. Third, this information
guides our routing to approach its destination greedily in the
predefined region with a higher success rate in order to advance
in a relatively more reliable direction while staying along the
path of a progressive routing. When dynamics occur after the
network initialization phase, the updates of such information in
the networks will converge quickly in a limited area. Our routing
can make an alternative selection to avoid those newly emerged
blocks. When some channels are recovered or released from their
occupation, our information model will heal more safe nodes and
offer more options for progressive routing. Strictly speaking, we
provide a segmented progressive routing in dynamic situations
that is guided by indirect referees. By applying this approach
in a sample realistic communication model [28], we illustrate
the cost-effectiveness of our new information model in the real
environment with both analysis and simulation.
Our contributions are threefold:
1. The proposed routing capability relies on the maximum of its
neighbors, not on any single connection. It is relatively stable
and its update can be minimized. This information is irrelevant
to the positions of the source and destination in routing and can
be constituted in the proactive mode, saving the cost and delay
of reconstituting the information probing in the reactive mode.
2. Our capability information is a reference, indirectly inferring
the local minima in a global view. It indicates a relatively better
option for the local 1-hop decision to remain on a non-detour
path. It will be effective in guiding the progressive routings
to their destinations, even when the information is not up-to-
date. The serious inefficiency that is incurred by the delay and
cost in the ignored reconstruction in the reactive models can
be avoided. This is the first detour solution under the proactive
mode that is applicable to the dynamic networks. It is based on
our comprehensive study of the impact of the local minima and
the efficient routing information.
3. We achieve the balance point of the tradeoff between the sim-
plicity of structure regularity and the precision of capability
description. The proposed descriptor for the dynamic, unstruc-
tured networks can be normalized in a value ∈ [0, 1], which
can be carried in a beacon message in the MAC layer to 1-hop
neighbors. In this way, the information exchanges and updates
in our information model do not incur any extra message pro-
cess and are also not affected by any traffic jamming or other
delay factors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the existing issue in related work. Section 3 introduces
some necessary notations and preliminaries. We provide details
of the network model, the realistic communication in the
sample environment, and the progressive routing that limits the
forwarding within the request zone but achieves certain structural
regularity of the successor candidate set. Section 4 presents our
capacity description for the progressive routing. Its construction
process is implemented in a distributed manner in the self-
configuration of each node. The update of this information in
a node can indicate its evolute from capable to incapable of
being used in a progressive routing, and a versa process from
incapable to capable.Weprove it cost-effective in the same section.
Section 5 provides our capacity-information-based routings, and
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the analysis of their properties. In Section 6, the simulation results
are illustrated to prove the great reduction in construction cost
and the performance improvement in our routing compared with
the best results known to date. Section 7 concludes this paper and
provides ideas for future research.
2. Related work
As indicated in [12], the node availability in progressive routing
is relative when the source and destination change their relative
locations. Existing methods ignore such a fact and require the
information to be reconstituted for each source and destination
pair. Many of them (e.g., [2,5,6,8]) lack the accuracy to describe
those nodeswhose succeeding progressive routings are all blocked
by stuck nodes. They allow the routing to enter such an unsafe area
even when the option for a progressive path still exists in other
directions, forcing the routing to take unnecessary detours. The
effectiveness of information and the delay of reconstruction make
existing methods less applicable, in both proactive and reactive
modes.
By adopting the GF that is limited within the request zone in
LAR scheme 1 in [16] (also called LF routing), a proactive model
presented in [12] achieves a balanced point of tradeoff between
the structure regularity of the capability of progressive routing
and the routing flexibility. A boolean value stored at each node
indicates whether such a node can safely be used in progressive LF
routings. However, the calculation relies on a stable, ideal network
topology where the link never changes its available status and the
deployment hole is considered under the well-known unit-disk-
graphs (UDG) communication model only. The flip-flop of a link
status in any realistic network model will affect the calculation of
such statuses and make them unstable. The use of lossy links [4]
increases the complexity of the forwarding at each node andmakes
those existingmethodsmore difficult to precisely catch the diverse
capability of a node in the description of topological evolution. [11]
used the most reliable path of the request zone as a reference to
prevent the routing from entering the unsafe area. Its information
construction does not rely on any single neighbor connection
and can remain relatively stable. However, this proactive process
cannot update node information for the links that are recovered
from incapable statuses. A broadcast will be required to reset the
initial status for each node. In the real environment, many links
can be recovered (or reconnected) at the same time as others fail.
The information update must have a complete lifecycle of status
evolution and needs to consider both kinds of dynamic changes in
the entire network.
GMS [13] provides a reactive solution by looking ahead for the
node statuses within a distance of k-hops. It requires a probing
process. GMS cannot achieve global optimization until k is set as
the diameter of the networks. Under the realistic communication
model, each node will have too many neighbors due to its possible
connection to all the nodes in the entire network. Therefore, amore
scalable, effectivemodel inwhich the information construction can
be controlled in a limited area, is required for a practical routing
solution.
Note that our goal is to achieve global optimization of the entire
path, not just the reachability, which can be easily achieved by
multiple localized phases [20].
3. Realistic communication model
3.1. Communication model
We model a WAN as a directed graph G = (V , E), where V is
a set of vertices including all the nodes and E is a set of directed
links, each of which indicates the link between two nodes and
the direction of the data flow on this link. Each node u has the
location (xu, yu), simply denoted by L(u). For a communication,
assume node s is the source node, u is the current node, and d
is the destination node. For each link u → v ∈ E, λu→v ∈
[0, 1] indicates the probability that the signal from node u can be
successfully received at node v, called link reachability in [22]. Its
value is affected by node failure, energy depletion, signal fading,
or node mobility. We adopt the quality model observed from the
Berkeley Mica mote platform [28] to determine each λu→v as
follows, with respect to the distance of link (i.e., D(u, v)).
λu→v
∈ (0.9, 1], D(u, v) ≤ 10 feet
≃ 0, D(u, v) > 40 feet
∈ (0, 1), otherwise.
(1)
Such a link model can easily be extended to other realistic models
(e.g., [17,23]) by using a different calculation of λu→v .
3.2. Collection of 1-hop neighborhood information with the MAC
reservation
The reservation MAC protocol (e.g., [29]) confirms the stable
neighbor connections from node failure, signal fading, power
exhaustion, and node mislocation. Each node u maintains its
incoming links ∈ E and the corresponding channel assignment.
N(u) denotes the corresponding 1-hop neighbor at the other end
of these links. AmongN(u), neighbors that are currently connected
by bi-directional links, denoted by n(u), can be verified. Each
node u will exchange information with its n(u) neighbors and
determine its own status with a normalized value ∈ [0, 1] for
all paths passing through (i.e., the proactive mode). According to
the value, a node can tell whether it is disabled (a stuck node
∈ Γ ), safe (>0), or unsafe. The information is simple enough to
fit in a small beacon message while remaining efficient for the
global optimization of a routing path. The information exchange
can reuse the existing beacon process, without incurring any extra
cost because each node needs to constantly apply the beaconing
scheme tomaintain the connection to its neighbors in the dynamic
networks. On one hand, an urgent, short transmission [19] is
usually adopted in the beaconing process. The beacon message as
well as our neighborhood information is sent in a more timing-
critical scheme,without any unnecessary delay. On the other hand,
our information process adopts the optimistic mode. Only the
neighborhood information that was received successfully will be
used. In this way, the impact of failure or incompleteness can
be mitigated to the minimum. Considering the interference [18]
caused by any existing transmission from a node u, the reception
node v will gain the knowledge of such a channel assignment
with the MAC protocol. Node v will be excluded from the n set
of its neighbors, say n(w) set at any node w, when the quantum
windows of links u → v and w → v have any conflict. Both end
nodes of the assigned channel can use their local time and do not
need any new synchronization or change of existing assignment.
Note that n(u) is changeable. The ratio of the times that a node
v appears in n(u) to the total number of elapsed rounds can be
measured by the Monte Carlo Method and determines a highly
trusted reachability for coming data transmission
λ{v,u} ≈ λu→v × λv→u, ∀v ∈ n(u). (2)
Then in the routing phase, the current node u will select one of
the safe n(u) neighbors to make a 1-hop progressive advance. The
selected successor node will take the place in the next round to
continue the routing process, until the packet is delivered to d.
Note that when any node v fails to connect with u, u will not
have up-to-date information for v. This will reduce the flexibility
of the routing process in regards to selecting successors at u, but
will not affect the correctness of selection. It is not necessary to
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Fig. 2. (a) Q1(u),Q2(u),Q3(u), and Q4(u). (b) Q5(u),Q6(u),Q7(u), and Q8(u). (c) Request zone. (d) Backup zone.
collect the information of all unstable links. The bi-directional link
is used in our approach: the outgoing link is for packet forwarding
and the incoming link is for collecting guaranteed information.
There may be cases when differences in transmission power give
rise to unidirectional links. However, as indicated in [24], the main
difficulty of using unidirectional links comes from the asymmetric
knowledge about message reception at its end nodes, which
requires a three-party agreement. This usually causes unexpected
delays or unnecessary retransmissions. On the other hand, with
our capability information, as we will show later, the routing can
take advantage of any alternative path and avoid being stuck with
unidirectional links.
Assume that nodes are deployed on a 2D plane. All the schemes
are described in a round-based system. In a synchronous system,
each round is the period a node needs to synchronize all its
neighbors at least once. In an asynchronous system, each round
is the sleep–wake cycle of a node. These schemes can easily be
extended to amore general system.However, tomake our schemes
clear, we do not pursue relaxation. Every node can keep its status
stable during each interval. Each packet is transmitted via a single
channel and advances at a rate of 1-hop per round.
3.3. Progressive routing under the realistic communication model
In [12], the selection of a forwarding successor is limited within
the request zone, which has a simple regularity structure of the
successor candidate set. The request zone is a rectangle in the
corresponding quadrant (see Fig. 2(a)) with u and d at opposing
corners (see Fig. 2(c)), as described in LAR scheme 1 in [16]. Such
a scheme is also called limited forwarding routing, or simply LF
routing. The request zones, with respect to d in quadrants I, II,
III, and IV, are of types 1, 2, 3, and 4, denoted by Zi(u, d) (1 ≤
i ≤ 4). Each corresponding quadrant is called a type-i forwarding
zone, denoted by Qi(u). An advance within Zi(u, d) is called type-i
forwarding.
As shown in Fig. 2(d), the above routing will have difficulty
to select the successor when the rectangular request zone at the
source has extreme disparity between the width and the length
(e.g., |xu − xd| ≫ |yu − yd| → 0). In this paper, the forwarding
is extended to increase its adaptivity with a backup request zone,
simply called the backup. Denoted by Zi(u, d) (5 ≤ i ≤ 8),
each backup (see Fig. 2(d)) is a rectangle where two opposing
corners are u and d after self-rotating Zi−4(u, d) 45◦ in the counter-
clockwise direction. The corresponding forwarding zone is denoted
by Qi(u) (see Fig. 2(b)). The routing will be given a second chance
to continue the progressive forwarding (types 5–8) in the backups.
Fig. 2(d) shows a sample of node selection in Z8(u, d) after the
routing fails to find any available neighbor in Z1(u, d).
The discussion in [12] focuses on the networks where the
sensing/communication range is a disk of uniform radius, simply
called the uniform disk model. It is not suitable for the lossy link
connection. Algorithm 1 shows the details of zone-based routing
under the realisticmodel of Eqs. (1) and (2). Each round, a successor
is selected within the request zone or its backup. Note that a single
routing may experience different types of forwarding when the
relative position of d to u changes and d is located in different types
of request zones. The discussion in this paper focuses on type-1
forwarding and the corresponding information collection. The rest
of the results can be derived easily by rotating the plane.
Algorithm 1 (LF routing, extended with backup zone and realistic
communication model): Determine the successor of node u
(including node s) with respect to n(u) [12].
1. If d ∈ n(u), v = d.
2. Determine the request zone Zk(u, d) (1 ≤ k ≤ 4) and its backup
Zk′(u, d) (5 ≤ k′ ≤ 8), according to L(u) and L(d).
3. Select v ∈ n(u) ∩ Zk(u, d); otherwise, v ∈ n(u) ∩ Zk′(u, d).
4. Capability information model (CIM)
Our capability information describes the maximum probability
of a type-i progressive routing from a node u to the edge nodes of
the networks in the status Si(u) ∈ [0 : 1] (1 ≤ i ≤ 8). The edge
nodes are a sequence of neighboring nodes that connecting them
will form a convex hull [7] to contain all the deployed nodes. As
shown in Fig. 3, the larger the value is (of node u), the more likely
the progressive routing will be successful and the more stable the
path will be for communication. Such a value also implies a higher
success rate of valid progressive routing to any closer destination
(for instance, d in Fig. 3). In the following discussion, we will show
the details of the labeling process bywhich each node u determines
its statuses. The labeling process has three phases: one is applied
during the network initialization of deployment, one is applied
when any node and/or link malfunction occurs in the networks,
and the last one is applied when such a malfunction is recovered
(e.g., an occupied channel is releasedwhen its communication task
is accomplished). All three phases are implemented with the 1-
hop information exchanges by reusing the beaconing process of the
MAC layer and does not require any extra construction cost. These
information processes supersede any transmission for data packets
and will not be affected by problems such as traffic jamming. The
details are shown later in Algorithm 2.
4.1. Initialization phase
We assume that all communication actions occur inside the
interest area. The interest area is an inner part of the deployment
area encircled by its edge, which can be constructed easily by the
hull algorithm in [7]. We assume the network is fully connected
or connected at least once during the hull construction so that the
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the use of the relative reference in 1-hop advance.
interest area and those edge nodes can be determined. Any edge
node has a fixed status and does not affect the labeling. In this
phase, each node determines the initial value only, regardless of
the capability of the routing.
Each edge node outside the interest area sets its fixed status to
(1, 1, . . . , 1). Each node u inside the interest area sets a changeable
(0, 0, . . . , 0). After this, uwill update Si(u) once with:
Si(u) = max{λ{u,v} × Si(v)}, v ∈ n(u) ∩ Qi(u) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ 8. (3)
The selected node v is denoted by ηi(u), and the corresponding link
{u, v} (i.e., {u, ηi(u)}) is called the key link of u for Si(u). Then, Si(u)
will stabilize by repeating:
Si(u) = max{S ′i (u), λ{u,v} × Si(v)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 (4)
where v ∈ n(u) ∩ Qi(u) and S ′i (u) is the original value before the
update of Si(u). Note that n(u) is changeable. Eq. (3) initiates the
update. Eq. (4) will determine themaximumoverall value. Starting
from the edge nodes of the networks with a fixed status, the whole
initialization phase converges.
A sample of the update of S1(u) is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).
At first, in Fig. 4(a), n(u) = {v2, v3}. Link {u, v1} is disconnected,
although it has the highest probability of connection. In such a
situation, v3 = η1(u) and link {u, v3} is selected as the key link
(which is highlighted). Assume S ′1(u) = 0. We have S1(u) =
S1(v3) ∗ λ{u,v3} ≃ 0.46 by using Eq. (3). When node v1 appears
in n(u) (see Fig. 4(b)), v1 = η1(u) and the link {u, v1} becomes the
key link. S1(u) = S1(v1) × λ{u,v1} ≃ 0.5 by using Eq. (4) and it is
the final stable value with N(u) = {v1, v2, v3}.
4.2. Identification phase
First, the stuck nodes where the local minimum can occur in
the LF routing are identified as unsafe nodes. Specifically, a node u
will be set as a type-i stuck node (∈Γi) when there is no successor
available in its type-i request zone (n(u) ∩ Qi(u) = φ, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8).
Obviously, Si(u) = 0. Due to the broadcasting nature of wireless
communication, a node u can receive the signal from v and will
cause a signal conflict when it is used as a successor of w at the
same time. To avoid any hidden or exposed terminal [27] in the
update of Si(w), node u will be excluded from the n(w) set when
the quantum window of link w → u has conflict with that of link
v → u, which has been occupied by any existing routing. This
reservation can be easily implemented by the beacon messages
that carry the information of the occupied quantumwindow. Note
that our goal is to make a smart decision to avoid interference and
communication jamming with redundant deployed resources, not
to conduct a conflict-free channel assignment in theMAC protocol.
The latter one is difficult to achieve in dynamic networks. However,
any improvement in the channel assignments in the MAC layer
can help to reduce the signal collision and make more neighbors
available for the routing selection.
Second, we identify many nodes near these stuck nodes that
should also be avoided in LF routing because their successors all
are stuck nodes. A node u neighboring stuck nodes in its Qi(u)will
recalculate Si(u) by using Eq. (3). If u cannot find an n(u) neighbor
v such that v ∈ Qi(u) and Si(v) > 0, we have Si(u) = 0. u is
identified as type-i unsafe node. The update of Si(u) will force a
recalculation of its n(u) neighbors with Eq. (3) via their key links
to u and contribute further changes in the next round. After all
the unsafe nodes are identified, the rest of the nodes will have
Si > 0 and are identified as type-i safe nodes. The corresponding
area containing unsafe nodes is called an unsafe area (see Fig. 4(c)).
The above process will also initiate the updates in safe nodes
because their most reliable progressive routing passing through
this newly emerged area (with the highest probability described
in the original status value) is blocked. If a safe node u has a new
status Si(u) > 0, it maintains its safe status, but needs to obtain
a stable value with Eq. (4). The above recalculation initiated by
the neighbors will continue until there is no node that needs a
status change in Eq. (3). Note that a type-i unsafe node could still
be safe in other types. The setting of an unsafe node depends
on whether a safe neighbor is always found among snapshots of
dynamic connections of such a node, not on the existence of any
single safe neighbor.
Definition 1. Any node u is called a type-i stuck node (∈Γi) and set
Si(u) = 0 iff n(u) ∩ Qi(u) = φ. Si(u) is the maximum probability
of a type-i progressive routing from u to the nodes along the edge
of the interest area, respectively. ‘‘0’’ symbolizes an unsafe status;
otherwise, it is safe. An unsafe node u is a node where ∃1 ≤ i ≤
8, Si(u) = 0. Specifically, it is called type-i unsafe. Any node u is
called a (type-i) safe node when Si(u) > 0.
In the example shown in Fig. 4(c), where v5 and v6 are identified
as stuck nodes, S(v5) and S(v6) are set to (0, . . .). When node v4
receives the changes of S1(v5) and S1(v6), it will update S1(v4) to
0 by using Eq. (3) and reach a stable (unsafe) status. Because of
the update at v4, v2 will continue this process and update S1(v2).
Note that v2 is still safe because S1(v2) > 0. Such an updating
propagation for type-1 statuseswill stop at nodeubecauseη1(u) =
v1 and S1(v1) does not change.
For the sample networks in Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c), S1(u2) and
S1(u4) will be set at 0 for the type-1 forwarding from s to d. Their
values will trigger the updates S1(u1) = S1(u3) = 0. The value
S1(u1) = 0 indicates that any type-1 forwarding from u1 is unsafe
and may be blocked at a stuck node. This will help routing at s to
select the right successor u5 in the progressive routing. The routing
u4–s1 in Fig. 1(c) is a type-4 forwarding. If s is outside of any type-
4 unsafe area, S4(s) will stabilize at a positive value ∈ (0, 1). The
further updates of u1 and u3 will converge at 1 > S4(s) > S4(u1) >
S4(u3) > 0, which guarantees a possible progressive routing via u3
at u4.
In the sample network in Fig. 1(d) and (e), during the data
transmission of s1–d1, Si(s1) and Si(d1) (1 ≤ i ≤ 8) will change
to 0 because they do not have the spectrum window to accept the
signal from any other resource. S1(u1) will change to 0 because it
does not allow any additional forwarding to interfere the existing
communication in its Q1. By the same reason, S3(u8) = 0 and
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Fig. 4. Information construction of S1(u). (a) n(u) = {v2, v3}, (b) n(u) = {v1, v2, v3}, and (c) a complicate case for n(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}.
this blocks any type-3 forwarding from entering u8. According to
λ{u4,d2} of a lossy link, S1(u4) is a very small value, but it is safe
enough to take the progressive advance to d2 when d2 ∈ n(u4).
Note that before the transmission s2–d2 occupies the channels of
d2, S1(u8) > 0 because its update relies on the value of S1(d2), not
S1(s1). The ability of communication of u8–d2 still remains at that
time. Our information is accuratewithout unnecessarily sacrificing
any concurrent communication. The following analysis proves that
our information is cost-effective.
Theorem 1 (Convergence of the Identification Phase, i.e., Information
Collection). For a fixed configuration, the identification phase of the
labeling process converges.
Proof. It is easy to prove that the status update that occurs by
using Eq. (4) will converge when all of its N(u) neighbors in the
corresponding forwarding zone have been stabilized. Note that the
process labeling each type of unsafe node is independent and will
not have any sort of cross-impact on other nodes.
We can find a rectangle β with four corners (x1, y1), (x2, y1),
(x2, y2), and (x2, y1) to exactly cover each unsafe areaℵ. Otherwise
for any unsafe node ∉ β , we can always find a path ∉ β to a
stuck node that consists of only unsafe nodes, due to the use of
a rectangular forwarding zone. That is, a larger rectangle β ′ > β
is needed to cover ξ . Thus, the unsafe areas are limited as well as
the number of unsafe nodes. When any node changes to unsafe, its
status update ends and the need for such an update relies on those
stable, unsafe statuses of its neighbors. Therefore, the process will
converge in a limited number of rounds inside unsafe areas.
Then we prove that the status updates among safe nodes are
limited. Assume that a is the average length of the boundary of
rectangle β . Assume a safe node u, which needs to update S(u),
is a γ -distance away from ℵ ⊂ β . The most stable path from u
to the edge nodes must use the segment that cannot be used in a
progressive routing from u through ℵ. Therefore, the probability
of such a replacement relies on the ratio ( a
γ
)2; that is, a ∼ γ .
Therefore, γ is limited as well as a and only a limited number of
nodes can change the status value in the labeling process, meaning
the process converges. 
Theorem 2 (Effectiveness of Safety Statuses). A local minimum will
occur if and only if any type-i unsafe node (∈ an unsafe area ℵ) is
used in the type-i forwarding (d ∈ Qi(s) but ∉ ℵ).
Proof. For any unsafe node u in ℵ, each of its successors in Qi(u) is
inℵ∪Γ . For a progressive routing that reaches d from accessing u,
there must be a node v along this path whose successor is outside
of ℵ. According to the labeling process for unsafe nodes, the nodes
from v to u along the path will all be safe. This conflicts with the
fact that u is unsafe. Therefore, the forwarding will be blocked at a
node ∈ Γ .
Now we prove that using a type-i safe node u indicates the
availability of at least one type-i interference-free forwarding from
u. If any type-i forwarding is blocked at a dead end, say v, v will
be type-i unsafe in the first round. In the labeling process, node
u must also be labeled type-i unsafe. Therefore, the statement is
proven. 
4.3. Self-healing phase
When a new link occurs or the occupied channel of an existing
link is released, the corresponding stuck node may change its
status. In our approach, a stuck node will initiate the self-healing
phase of the labeling process when it detects such a link change.
The process applies Eq. (4) directly to reset the status of the stuck
nodes and relevant unsafe nodes. It is a reverse-process of the
identification phase. Thus, its properties will still hold as the ones
we proved in Theorems 1 and 2.
Algorithm 2 (Labeling Process)
1. Initialization phase. Each node u outside the interest area sets
S(u) to a fixed (1, 1, . . . , 1) and each node v inside the area sets
S(u) to a changeable (0, 0, . . . , 0). Then each node will have a
stable status by applying Eqs. (3) and (4).
2. Identification phase. Any node u is called a type-i stuck node
(∈Γi) and set Si(u) = 0 iff n(u) ∩ Qi(u) = φ. Upon detecting
a change of the other end of the key link (i.e., Si(ηi(u))), a node
u with Si(u) > 0 recalculates its type-i status by using Eq. (3)
and informs all of its neighbors in the next round.When the new
value Si(u) = 0, u is called a type-i unsafe node and no longer
changes its status. Otherwise, u is still a type-i safe node and
Sk(u)will eventually stabilize by using Eq. (4).
3. Self-healing phase. Any node u (stuck, unsafe, or safe nodes)
will recalculate Si(u) by using Eq. (4), until the value becomes
stable.
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5. Capability-information-based routing
In this section, we first extend the LF routing under the capa-
bility information model. Then, scenario by scenario, we analyze
the effectiveness of the information in helping to achieve the pro-
gressive routing. We also provide some unique properties of the
capability-information-based routing.
In Theorem 2, we proved that using any unsafe node will
cause the block of local minimum in LF routing. By selecting a
safe successor, the routing can guarantee a successful progressive
routing. Basically, for each current node u, a neighbor within its
request zone Zk(u, d) that is safe with respect to the destination
(i.e., Skˆ(v) > 0) is always preferred. Otherwise, the progressive
routing will still be available from a node v in the backup Zk′(u, d)
so that Skˆ′(v) > 0. kˆ and kˆ
′ denote the types of request zone and the
backup at that selected successor, respectively. Note that k and kˆ,
and k′ and kˆ′ are not necessarily the same. These details are shown
in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 (CLF—Capability-information-based LF routing): De-
termine the successor of node u (including node s) with respect to
n(u).
1. Apply Steps (1) and (2) of Algorithm 1.
2. Select v ∈ n(u) ∩ Zk(u, d) (otherwise n(u) ∩ Zk′(u, d)), where
the progressive routing from v to d is safewith respect to request
zone Zkˆ(v, d) and its backup Zkˆ′(v, d).
Scenario of safe forwarding. When s has a safe successor to initiate
the CLF routing, that status guarantees a progressive routing.When
the destination d is not in any unsafe area, the forwarding will
reach a node currently connecting with d and then deliver the
packet to d in the same round. Thus, a progressive routing is
achieved. Samples of this safe forwarding from s to d can be seen
in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
Property 1 (Capability of Safe Forwarding). A progressive routing
can be derived by a CLF routing from a safe node when the destination
d can be in one type of safe area. Such a forwarding, say type-i, can be
initiated at a source that has a safe successor, i.e., a type-i safe n(u)
neighbor in Zi(s, d).
Proof. Assume the routing starts from s and there is a node s′ ∈
n(u) that Si(s′) > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 8). We will prove that when
Sk(d), S(k+2)Mod4(d) > 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ 4), the routing path can be
found in CLF routing and no detour is needed. The proof for the
rest of cases 4 ≤ k ≤ 8 can be derived after self-rotating 45◦.
For any unsafe area not blocking the forwarding at s, the routing
can select the safe successor to avoid entering this dangerous
region that contains localminima. Assume that a type-i forwarding
is blocked from s to d. From s, the routing can always find a path
of type-i forwarding to reach a type-i safe node v along the edge of
network.
Before reaching v, the routing can always find a neighbor
candidate v′ that 1 ≥ Sj(v′) = Sj+2Mod4(v′) > 0. This is because
of the existence of v and its connected edge neighbors, which keep
all eight statuses safe.
Then, safe forwarding is conducted to approach d until it is
blocked by the last local minimum around d due to the safety
definition. The continuous selection of the safe successor may
change the safety type and force the routing to route around such a
localminimum.After trying all types of forwarding, the routingwill
meet the type-k or -(k+2) safe path to d. Therefore, the statement
is proven. 
Scenario of intelligent routing. Many existing routings [9,15,25] will
start a perimeter routing phase when the forwarding is blocked.
The perimeter routing sends the packet counter-clockwise along
a face of the planar graph that represents the same connectivity
as the original network by the ‘‘right-hand’’ rule until it reaches
a node that is closer to the destination than that stuck node.
Due to the mutual impact of concurrent local minima, s and d
can be disconnected. In such a case, the perimeter routing may
experience too many unnecessary nodes before ending at a node
whose neighbors have all been tried.
Whenever a node has the status (0, 0, . . . , 0), all its progressive
routings to the edge nodes are blocked. This means, the network is
disconnected.When S(s) = (0, 0, . . . , 0), our routingwill stop im-
mediately. To be more intelligent, we avoid any unnecessary trial
of perimeter routing and wait for a more suitable configuration for
data transmission. When the destination is in an unsafe area and
becomes disconnected from the source, the above safe forward-
ing will experience all four types of request zones or backups (see
Fig. 5(c)) and then stop. We prove in the following property that
among all O(n) nodes in the neighborhood thatmay be tried by the
perimeter routing, our routing only uses O(
√
n) perimeter nodes
around that unsafe area. Due to the limited size of each unsafe
area, our approach reduces the number of unnecessary trials be-
fore the routing fails. With the information collected, our routing
can predict the failure ahead and avoid wasting time and channel
resources.
Property 2 (Ability to Avoid Unnecessary Detours). The initiated CLF
routing may interrupt when the destination is in an unsafe area and
disconnected from the source. Before the retransmission starts, the
length of the path approximates to D(s, d)+ H.
Proof. CLF routing will select a safe successor only while ap-
proaching the destination. Each hop is a progressive, greedy ad-
vance, unless the distance in one dimension has been exhausted.
The length of a CLF forwarding path in one certain type approx-
imates to D(s, d). If the routing toward d is blocked by unsafe
nodes, the continuous selection of the safe successor may change
the safety type and force the routing to route around. After trying
all four types of request zones or all four types of backup zones, the
routing may be interrupted if that safe path to d cannot be found.
Assume that is the biggest block area and the length of its perimeter
(boundary) is H . Routing around 3H4 -distance far along the bound-
arywill experience all four types of zones or its backups. Therefore,
before it is interrupted, the length of the experienced path approx-
imates to D(s, d)+ H . 
Algorithm 4 (CR—extension of CLF with perimeter routing phase):
Determine the successor of node u (including node s) with respect
to n(u).
1. Apply Steps (1) and (2) of CLF routing in Algorithm 3.
2. Select v ∈ n(u) such that ∃Si(v) > 0, until the progressive
routing from v to d is safe with respect to request zone Zkˆ(v, d)
and its backup Zkˆ′(v, d).
Scenario of scalable routing. For a node u contained in the unsafe
area, if we find 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 such that Si(u) > 0, the routing
from u can use the type-i forwarding to approach the boundary of
this unsafe area and then leave. For routing cases other than the
above two scenarios (i.e., S(u) ≠ (0, . . .) ∧ ∃Si(u) = 0), the CLF
routing is extendedwith a guided perimeter routing phase to reach
an intermediate node so that safe forwarding can continue (see
Fig. 5(d)). Due to the limited size of each unsafe area, the number
of detours can be controlled as well as the length of the entire path
(see the following property). The details of the extension CR can be
seen in Algorithm 4.
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Property 3 (Converging of Guided Perimeter Routing, i.e., Routing
Scalability). When s is inside an unsafe area, a successful routing will
achieve a path shorter than D(s, d)+ H2 .
Proof. Based on the proof of Property 2, the CLF forwarding will
experience approximately D(s, d)-distance far before its path to
d is blocked. However, the safe forwarding successor can still be
selected in other types. By routing around the unsafe area, if the
routing can find that safe path to d, it experiences at most three
of four types of request zones or backups. Routing around H2 -
distance far along the boundarywill experience at least three types
of zones or backups. Therefore, the length of a success path to d
approximates to D(s, d)+ H2 . 
Scenario of reliable routing. Note that at each intermediate node, CLF
and CR routings may have several options to satisfy the necessity
for safety. This flexibility allows any existing routing scheme to be
able to select the successor. To build a more reliable progressive
routing, we modify the CR routing to select the most stable
successor candidate v ∈ n(u) with respect of λ{u,v} × S(v). This
routing concerns not only the existing configuration, but also the
history of a successful progressive routing. Therefore, the whole
path can still be reliable even when many dynamic changes occur
during the data communication. For each hop along the path, the
selection is deterministic, so the routing is called ‘‘deterministic CR
forwarding’’ (DCR). The details are shown in Algorithm 5.
Note that DCR routing is just one selective case along a special
path in Algorithm4. Due to the directional construction of statuses,
the value at each node will increase as the routing approaches d.
The routing is under an optimistic mode for searching the path.
Its success is obvious as the above three properties for CLF and
CR have been proved. The following property proves that CLF, CR,
and DCR are progressing and can avoid any ‘‘livelock’’. The routing
decisions in different relay nodes do not have the problem of
‘‘disagreement’’, ‘‘bad gadget’’, etc. [10,14]. Our routing processes
are always progressing and use the channel in an efficient way.
This property distinguishes our approach from those models using
a Bellman–Ford-algorithm-like information collection.
Property 4 (Efficient Use of Channel Resource). CLF, its extension
with perimeter routing CR, and the selective case DCR are livelock-free.
Proof. In CLF, CR, and DCR, the safe forwarding phase will be
conducted when a safe node is selected in the relay. After that, the
routingwill approach the destination greedily. For any unsafe relay
node u, the routingswill avoid accessing the corresponding request
zone Z(u, d). Such a node uwill no longer appear in any successor
candidate set. Due to the support of the reservation MAC protocol,
any node that is concurrently used in other communication paths
and has a channel conflict with the current forwarding cannot
appear in its successor candidate set. In this way, those routing
paths will not form a loop of channel requests in local advances.
They are livelock-free. 
Algorithm 5 (DCR): Determine the successor of node u (including
node s) with respect to n(u).
1. Same as Step (1) of Algorithm 3.
2. select v ∈ Zk(u, d)∪Zk′(u, d)where v has the highest probability
of progressive routing to d indicated by S(v)× λ{u,v}.
3. Same as Step (2) in Algorithm 4.
Scenario of forwarding with inconsistent information. The above
results rely on stable statuses. When concurrent routings advance
head-to-head, some safe nodes selected in the routing may not
satisfy the safe condition in Definition 1 after they become
stable. That is, the information used in that routing selection
is inconsistent. This is also what happens when our approach is
applied to an asynchronous round-based system, inwhich a certain
fraction of information can be lost due to message delay.
Definition 2. Any node selected in the LF progressive routing may
not satisfy the safe condition in Definition 1 after it becomes
stable. This outdated information used by the routing is called
inconsistent.
In the following property, we prove the success of our routing
when the information collection is deferred by distance, failure of
neighbor status detection, or other factors. It also guarantees the
success of such a routing when it is extended in an asynchronous
round-based system.
Property 5 (Robustness and Effectiveness in Dynamic Networks). If
our progressive advances can reach the destination d with consistent
information, a path can also be constructed with inconsistent infor-
mation.
Proof. The routing will be affected only when it enters an unsafe
area where nodes have not been updated to unsafe. Note that
the routing will advance each hop per round. For each safe node
that becomes unsafe after the selection, it always has at least one
safe neighbor, its preceding node, to retreat from the expanding
unsafe area. Each backtracking is selected according to the current
neighborhood information at that time, still following CR or DCR
protocols. Such a process will continue until a stable safe node
is selected. After that, the routing can use consistent information
and then finds one of the possible paths that will reach d. Note
that once any inconsistent information is used, the routing may
change the routine and access different nodes. However, each of
its segments built with consistent information is always one of
the possible options in the routing after all information is up-to-
date. 
Scenario of routingwith information self-configuration. In the sample
routing s2–d2 in Fig. 1(e) after the communication s1–d1 ends and
the channel releases, s1 and d1 will become type-1 safe nodes.
Then u1 and u8 will be type-1 safe as well, making the path
s2–u1–u8–d2 available. Note that the updatewill not affect the path
s2–u2–u3–u5–u6–u7–d2 (or s2–u2–u4–d2) if it has been adopted.
The following property states that our information model has
the ability of self-healing. By integrating the healing phase and
the identification phase, we complete a lifecycle of information
updates at nodes in dynamic networks. Thismakes our information
sufficient and necessary to indicate the capability of progressive
routing. We will prove as follows that such a phase will not affect
any existing capability-information-based routing (i.e., sufficiency
of the healing process for routing). Indeed, it heals more safe nodes
and offers more options for routing (i.e., necessity of the healing
process for routing).
Property 6 (Effectiveness of Information Update). The self-healing
phase converges in a limited number of rounds and will not affect any
existing capability-information-based routing.
Proof. It is obvious that this self-healing phase is an opposite
procedure of the unsafe labeling process. Proven in Theorem 1, the
convergence area of that labeling process is limited. Therefore, the
region of status recovery is limited and the corresponding safety
status adjustment with Eq. (4) can also be controlled within a
limited area and in a limited number of rounds, nomatter whether
we use a synchronous or asynchronous round-based system. Since
the routing selects safe nodes, the recovery from unsafe to safe
status will not affect the existing routing path. 
6. Simulation results
In this section, we study the performance of the capability
information model and the routing algorithms, using a custom
simulator built in C#. Themetrics used are the convergence rounds
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Fig. 5. (a), (b), and (c) Samples of CLF. (d) Sample of CR (CLF+ perimeter routing).
and the nodes involved in the information update (i.e., scalability
of the information model), and the success rate of progressive
routing (i.e., performance of the routing). The results are compared
with those of GMS—the complete solution in the reactive mode.
Note that there is no existing proactive solution applicable to
the realistic communication model because the flip-flop of link
statuses will incur the oscillation in information collection and
force the routing to trust 1-hop neighbors only. As a result, they
(e.g., [31]) are not better than the GMS model that collects 2-hop
neighborhood information. By the results of GMS, we indirectly
show that our capability information model is more effective than
any existing solution in the proactive mode.
6.1. Simulation environment
In the simulations, 2000 nodes are deployed uniformly to cover
an interest area of 200 m × 200 m in the center. The link quality
model of Eq. (1) is adopted. Each node uses 4–5 synchronized
channels. The deployment holes are created randomly and 5% of
the nodes are selected tomove and change their neighboring links.
This simulates
• not only the cases in which the intermediate nodes fail or are
affected by traffic,
• but also those in which succeeding nodes/paths newly emerge
from incapable statuses.
In a round-based system, we simulate the node action under
both the CIM and GMS models. Each node applies the Poisson
distribution to determine whether it must report to a nearby
sink/destination. We assume each communication has the same
amount of data to send. They elapse a long, fixed period. Thus,
not only the number of communications created per round, but
also the number of existing paths (i.e., service and waiting time
in average) can be controlled. Then we deploy enough sinks in the
center of the interest area so that each initiated communication
has a receiver available, but not necessarily reachable due to the
dynamic blocks.
Each routing is conducted under different information models.
In our CIM routing, the required information for each 1-hop
advance has been prepared in a proactive way by constantly
receiving beacon message from connected neighbors. Under the
reactive GMS model, the routing path can be constituted at the
source by a probing process to collect the global information.
Due to the dynamic change of link statuses, such a probing
is still needed at each intermediate node along the path. We
adopt two different information collection modes. First, each
node collects the information within a distance of 4-hops, which
is the minimum distance to be able to prevent two head-to-
head routings from accessing a pair of neighbors simultaneously,
causing interference. Denoted by GMSM, this information model
requires the lowest construction cost in the reactive manner. It
is also a performance reference of existing information models in
the proactive mode because it achieves more accurate information
and is more effective than any of them applied in our dynamic
networks. Secondly, each node collects the information from all
other nodes in the networks. Denoted by GMSI, this is an ideal
mode for retrieving global information.
After that, our information-based routings CR and DCR, as well
as forwarding under the GMSM and GMSI models will be applied.
We tested theperformance of these routings in termsof the success
of non-detour path constitution and the corresponding overhead
costs in terms of the scalability and the speed of information
construction. Two different cases are considered. First, we tested
• the overhead cost required for a given routing when it is the
only task in the entire network.
Second, we tested the concurrent (multiple routing) tasks in the
networks and their mutual impact on the progressive routing
decision, which includes:
• the channel allocation and occupation,
• the interference,
• the communication accomplishment and its channel release,
• the multi-role of a single descriptor in different tasks.
This information will be collected directly by nodes in both the
GMSM and GMSI models while it is incurring the label process and
the self-healing process in our CIM.
When the path is longer than 10 hops, due to the use of lossy
links, GMS needs information from the entire network. To compare
CIM and GMS fairly, we only record the results when each path is
no longer than 10 hops. We do not show the performance of DCR
routing with others because it is a selective case in CR. For each
case, 100 samples are tested.
6.2. Scalability and speed of information construction
Fig. 6 shows the average number of nodes involved in the
information update under both the capability information model
and the GMSM model. Note that each type of status has similar
results. A node having any of its eight statuses labeled as unsafe
is called an ‘‘any-type’’ unsafe node. We show the results of both
type-1 and any-type statuses. Due to the use of the lossy link
connection, the node connections are relatively dense, thereby
offering a greater chance to share the most reliable path segment
among different routings. Therefore, few safe nodes need to update
their statuses. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the cost incurred by a single
path and concurrent paths, respectively. We only compare the
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Fig. 6. Cost comparison of CIM with GMSM.
(a) Single path. (b) Concurrent paths (affected by interference, channel occupation, and
channel release).
Fig. 7. Convergence of construction in CIM.
results of our information model with those of the GMSM model,
which ideally knows all intermediate nodes and requires the
minimumcost of information collection. The results show that for a
single path, the total cost of the capability informationmodel is less
than that of GMSM, inwhich the update has been controlled ideally
to a minimum. For concurrent paths, the cost of our new model is
less than two times that of GMSM.Note that our approach provides
accurate information on the mutual impact of local minima while
the GMSMmodel cannot.
Fig. 7 shows the average number of rounds of convergence in
our information model. Note that GMSM requires fixed 4 rounds
and GMSI requires the information to be collected along the
network diameter. CIM utilizes fewer nodes and the number of
rounds is reasonably low, compared to those under the GMSI
and GMSM models. For a single path that is constituted without
interference, CIM is the fastest.When concurrent paths occur in the
networks, the mutual impact of disabled nodes will incur unsafe
areas to merge and create a bigger unsafe area. The converging of
CIM is slower, as shown in Fig. 7(b). But the result is very close
to GMSM and still in an acceptable range. As we observed in our
results, most unsafe nodes can determine their statuses within 4
rounds. The CR routing can be applied immediately as the GMSM
forwarding is initiated, although some inconsistent information
may be used, causing a longer routing path. This addition can be
ignored as we next proved by the performance improvement of
CIM in the cases with concurrent paths.
6.3. Routing performance
Fig. 8 shows the percentage of each routing under the CIM,
GMSI, or GMSM models in successfully achieving a progressive
routing with other paths existing in the networks. Note that
the local minima may disconnect the networks. With global
information, many GMSI advances will have a progressive routing.
Among these successful cases of GMSI, the GMSM forwarding will
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Fig. 8. Success rate of CR routing compared with GMS forwarding.
also sometimes fail when it happens to enter a large unsafe area
where all the dead ends are 4-hops away from the entry point.
The more concurrent paths there are, the more local minima and
forwarding failures are present. In most of the cases where GMSI
forwarding succeeds, a progressive routing can still be found in CR.
Compared with GMS methods, our new approach is more cost-
effective and practical than the reactive information model. The
comparison with GMSM also implies that our approach is more
effective than any existing information model in the proactive
mode.
7. Conclusion
A localized information model CIM is provided to describe the
impact of local minima in dynamic networks. The information pro-
vides a certainty of neighborhood topology under the opportunis-
tic communicationmodel, while its construction cost is reduced to
the minimum by the support of MAC protocols. Such information
can be used to achieve more progressive routings. This approach
is effective even when the information collection is asynchronous
or is deferred due to the distance or any incorrect detection of the
neighbor availability. In our future work, we will study the per-
formance of our approach in traffic workload and provide more
comprehensive results. The throughput achieved in concurrent
communications will be the focus. We will also conduct further
studies onmore accurate information for unsafe areas so that even
shorter paths can be achieved.
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